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Oh my goodness ….. can’t believe another riding sea-
son is over! Where has this year gone? Although it has 
not been the best summer on record, I hope that you 
have enjoyed your riding adventures all the same.
OMC have yet again had a busy year with Ride-outs, 

Shows, our very popular Theme Nights and of course, 
don’t forget the socials.  Inside this edition, I hope you 
will enjoy some of the memories and events we have 
participated in this year.
Thank you, as always, to all our Sponsors and you the 

members for the contributions and support you give me 
each and every year and I wish you and your families 
all the very best over the forthcoming festive season … 
yes, it is almost that time again!!  
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The Easter Egg run has been a long 
standing charity event for all members 
and their families to get involved with.  
This year the duty fell on me to organise 
the Easter Egg run for OMC together with 
all the organisers for each home and the 
groups of bikes.
The response as usual, was overwhelming, with 

over 50 bikes turning up for the outing.  We visited 
the same 5 homes we have been visiting for the past 
few years who do look upon our support with open 
arms and smiles.  The appreciation of the residents as 
a group of 10-15 bikes pull up outside is so humbling.  
For many of the residents it is a delight and for some, 

memories of times past.  The bikes are always of in-
terest, looking, sitting and even listening to the bikes 
rev.  Of course the riders were treated to a variety 
of Hot Cross buns, bacon butties and hot drinks (de-
pending on which home you visited).
The donation of Easter Eggs was once again tre-

mendous …  collectively we needed around 150 va-
rieties of chocolate, sweets and small toys - we had 
over 200 generously donated by you, our members 
and supporters of OMC so a very big thank you to 
you all.  The remainder of the donation, around 85 
Eggs, were passed to Jane Olney for the Mulberry 
Court Care Home in Luton and were very grate-
fully received.  A group of 17 riders visited Mulberry 

Easter Egg Run by Paul Butler
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Court later on in the year and once again residents 
were treated to a variety of bikes, one taking a fancy 
to Jason’s Harley and great interest was shown for 
the three wheeler.  Jason went red faced when one 
of the residents gave him a huge cuddle – sadly due 
to rules and regulations we cannot put the picture in
“Please pass on my thanks to all those at Oakley 

Motorcycle club, on behalf of the residents here at 
Mulberry Court, for their very kind donation.”
I would like to thank all our participants, leaders 

and TECs for their time and effort into supporting 
this event. The whole day went without a hitch, re-
turning back to the club house where a nice buffet 
lunch was laid on for us upon our return.
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www.cooperbmotorcycles.co.uk

      
     01933 665403
        Northants NN29 7NH

Britain’s Most Unique 
Enfield Store

Clothing, Accessories,
Demo Bikes & More !!

Time Served Professional 
Mechanics. Tyres, Service

MOT & Repairs
OMC Discounts!!!

Quality Used Bikes 
In Stock

WE BUY QUALITY 
USED BIKES FOR 

CASH !£!£!£
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Not many bike clubs can boast having three brothers who are all active mem-
bers but OMC CAN!!  Terry, Roy and Ricky Harris.
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The Bike Shed show took place on Friday May 26 
- Sunday 28th at London’s Tobacco Dock. This show 
of custom, trackers, bobbers, café racers and pieces 
of unridable motorbike art is now in its third year.

Here are just some images from the show taken by 
member Martin Quince.
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Short	Breaks	&	Longer	European	Tours	since	2003		
	

E-mail;	info@bikenormandy.com						Tel	from	UK;	0033	233	350065	

	

“I	can	highly	recommend	a	
holiday	with	Bike	
Normandy,	it’s	about	as	
stress	free	as	any	
motorcycle	event	could	
possibly	be;	you’ll	love	it.”	

	

Derek	Brown	
Oakley	MC	–	Aug	2014	

4 nights / 4 countries on bikes !!!!
In May this year, 21 OMC members did a 4 nights, 

4 countries tour with BN European tours.  After 
meeting at Baldock Services, sun shining, we made 
our way to the tunnel over to Calais where our first 
evening was spent at the Ibis Styles Hotel which was 
our rendezvous point for our trip commencing the 
following morning. 

Lined up and ready to go ……..
For the next five days we enjoyed fantastic riding 

with a mixture of fast sweepers and twisty forest 
roads through Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg and 
France.  A total of 990 miles.

Day One and after the regular pre-tour briefing we 
set off through France enjoying a coffee and lunch 
stop before heading into the Belgium Ardennes in 
the afternoon.  For this tour, we had arranged with 
John and Jen to utilise the luggage van, with OMC 
members taking it in turns to do the back marking.  
“Isn’t the back marker supposed to keep the bikes in 
front of him?”  Poor ‘ol Nick – leaving the toll he man-
aged to not only lose the 17 bikes but also the van!!!!!  
After being found, he followed the van to our lunch 
point to rejoin the group being met with “You’re 
fired!!!” in true Alan Sugar style.
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Day Two – Rain, rain and more rain!!!!  Early morn-
ing, wets on we rode the twisty roads through the 
Eifel National Park, stopping for coffee and cake at 
Monschau, a very pretty village with pebbled streets, 
although not so easy to negotiate when the roads 
are wet … By the afternoon, a glimpse of sunshine 
and the eagerly awaited treat – Nurburgring !!!!!  This 
is not for the faint hearted but in true OMC style, the 
hardcore were rearing to go as was pillion Rachel …. 
And she loved it!!  I had done it as pillion two year’s 
back and hated every minute of it - Racing the track 
with vehicles of all types right on your rear end – No 
thank you!!

Off they went, followed by the van …. Jen had of-
fered to take Russ and Paul around the track.  Im-
pressive – boy could Jen handle the van … returning 
the boys white faced, but with big grins.
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Leaving “The Ring” now totally exhilarated, we ar-
rived at our hotel which was a short stroll from the 
Mosel River and the old town of Cochem.  The Irish 
Pub we found was even closer – 50 yards – an enjoy-
able end to an eventful day – “To be sure, to be sure!”

Up early, bellies full we set off in the rain, follow-
ing the Mosel River then crossed over to the Rhine 
where we stopped at Boppard for coffee.  Re-
freshed we then tackled the twisties and fast open 
roads to Bernkastel, finding refuge under the tunnel, 
by now many of us cold, wet and hungry!!!  The 
lunch rule is always one hour so where were Ken 
and Russ?  After an hour and a half they were still 
missing!  “Follow me” Jen retorted when they finally 
arrived 2 hours later … Jen who was driving the van 
that day had waited for our “missing persons” while 
the rest of us set off on the last part of the journey 
for the day to our hotel in Luxembourg. This was a 
fabulous hotel in Vianden which boasted a sauna, so-
larium, spa and an indoor swimming pool.  As if we 
hadn’t had enough water for one day, many of the 
lads took to the pool to practice their synchronised 
swimming – wouldn’t win a gold medal but pretty 

good all the same. (I am not sure whether they 
wanted to swim or just see Jen in her swim suit!!!!)
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A dry morning and we congregate in the under-
ground parking for our morning brief.  That done, 
we’re off to ride the fabulous roads around Lux-
embourg making our way to the Belgian borders, 
stopping for a photo shoot of the Ardennes scenery.  
“Which way?” Clive asks when leaving the hotel as 
our marker Steve King answers a text!

Our day ended in Sedan, France.  Our hotel was 
situated just around the corner from an old fort.  
This particular weekend was a Medieval Festival so 
the atmosphere in the village was tremendous with 
punters dressed in medieval dress wandering the 
streets.  As always, our last evening is spent togeth-
er, jokes and stories told about the trip.
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Our last day …. Whilst Tom prepared his notes for 
the morning brief (he had been late every morning 
so this was his punishment) we all sang happy birth-
day to Ken – how old?!  We enjoyed some sweepy 
roads until lunch, then sadly it was time to empty the 
van of our luggage, buy your T-shirt, re-fuel and head 
down the motorway to Calais to pick up the train.  
Something always goes missing …. “Where is my 
jacket?” Kirsty exclaimed as she climbed head first 
into the van – mmmm not a pretty sight!! 

Thanks to John and Jen of Bike Normandy and to 
everyone for making it yet another great tour.

STAY
UP TO
DATE
Remeber to regularly 

check our calendar and 
newsletter to see what 

events we’ve got planned
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OMC carried out a mini invasion of the 
Dutch TT this year with almost military 
precision.  
This was a complex operation on multiple fronts.  

Phil and Chris Randell took the brutal approach go-
ing directly for the objective with a front on assault 
using their not inconsiderably sized campervan. 
Meanwhile in the depths of Bedfordshire a more 

subtle tactic was being devised.  No one would ex-
pect the Brits to come in to Holland via Germany!  
The massed ranks of BMW’s piloted by Derek 
Brown, Richard Galka, David Higham, Peter Lane and 
Julie Ward, along with a lone Triumph piloted by Dave 
Manton - to prove we’re British - set off early to 
carry out this daring deed.  We flew low through the 
channel tunnel then travelled on through the beau-
tiful rural scenery of the French Ardennes before 
stopping for the night at Maubeuge for much needed 
rest and a rather nice steak!
The following day we continued on our mission 

travelling through the Belgium Ardennes forests,

clipping Luxembourg before swooping in to Ger-
many.  Here things got a little interesting.  Travelling 
off the beaten track to avoid detection we wandered 
in to a challenging little town called Monschau. 

It wasn’t possible to photograph the best bits, 1 in 4 
gradients up cobbled single track roads with multiple 
tight turnings but what a fantastic, beautiful place. Just 
ask Julie!  The coffee and apfel strudel 

were just reward when we got through to the oth-
er side of town and could actually stop…   
We spent so long trundling through rural Germa-

ny (which is perfect biking country but slow when 
you’ve still got miles to do) so by mid-afternoon 

Operation Cathedral of Speed
By Dickie Galka
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we jumped on the Autobahn to kill some distance.  
Our hotel was beautifully situated beside the lake at 
Haltern am See. 

The outdoor disco was a bit out of keeping with 
the setting – alright for youngsters like Pete – but 
fortunately it didn’t persist for long.  Yet another 
lovely meal had to be consumed alfresco to be fol-
lowed by a twilight evening stroll where to our great 
amusement we discovered that we had stopped for 
the night a stone’s throw away from a previous trips 
woodland lunch-stop which none of us could have 
told of its whereabouts.
Day three saw us make our way in to Holland, or to 

be more precise the Netherlands.  It is amazing how 
alike different countries are as you travel through 
the border regions.  The adjoining area of Germany 
could easily be mistaken for the Netherlands, very 
clean (of course) rural, flat and with lots of bicycles.  
We stopped for lunch as soon as we crossed in to 
Holland taking over the dining room of a rather 
pleasant pub for a refreshing warm meal.
Riding through the Netherlands is not great mo-

torcycling.  There are lovely small country roads but 
they have very low speed limits with lots of traffic 

calming which makes progress rather slow and bor-
ing.  The motorway network is good but busy and 
quite strictly policed so not much excitement there 
either. Fortunately we were soon at our hotel at Em-
men for the weekend stay, about 30 miles from the 
Assen circuit.
Meanwhile amongst all this bludgeoning and skulk-

ing-round-the-back a precision rapier attack was be-
ing hatched.  Mick Swift and Coreen took the high 
speed, direct approach on their Ducati Multistrada 
and bravely camped at the circuit for the weekend to 
boot – heroes or what?
By now the weather had become decidedly iffy 

which wasn’t what we were hoping for on race day.  
Sunday morning the panzer division moved out of 
their cover at a suitably ungodly hour to try getting 
to the circuit before the rush.  I think we should have 
left the day before!  The place was heaving when we 
got near.  Our clever ploy of using the VIP entrance 
looked to have backfired too  as we strolled along 
an endless farm track, locked in a queue of cars, to 
who-knew-where.  Amazingly after what seemed like 
an eternity we pitched up just half a mile from our 
grandstand with a really good tarmac car park and 
a simple stroll to our seats (if you ignored the huge 
map telling us we were somewhere else, durr). 
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Come the races and oh boy what a day.  The open-
ing Moto3 race served up the usual display of mad 
but enjoyable racing that’s just typical of the class 
these days with our own John McPhee nabbing the 
last step of the podium to take a brilliant result.
This was just the hors d’oeuvre though for the fol-

lowing MotoGP race.  You just know that Valentino 
can’t have many more wins left in his career so to be 
at the cathedral of speed to witness him pulling off 
yet another sensational win was something rather 
special for a bunch of number 46 fans.
Most definitely mission accomplished!
Our return journeys were as diverse as our out-

ward bound options to cause as much confusion as 
possible.  Richard, David and I heading for the ferry 
at the Hock of Holland for a lazy journey home, just 
as well as we found ourselves well and truly outnum-
bered by police motorcyclists at a service station, 
whilst Dave Manton took the hare’s approach gun-
ning straight for the tunnel.  The rest of the group 
took other more varied options to return to base 
and amazingly we all made it!  Suffice to say that we 
all had a damned good weekend away with greatly 
differing stories to tell.  You can’t whack a good ride 
on the continent. 

GUILTY OR NOT GUILTY!!!!  
Vice Chair Derek Brown and fellow member Dave Higham surrounded by the 
German police
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Massive thanks to all those who turned 
out in the rain for the Oakley carnival pa-
rade.  

We had 26 bikes including an appearance by our 
Chairman riding Sir Cliff who led.  Also to those who 
put their machines on the display on the club stand.  

OMC tug of war team were unlucky enough to get 
The Slimming World ‘before’ team. They were sound-
ly beaten but well done guys and gal (Lizzy), you did 
us proud!

Baysie wins a barrell of booze
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Following on from the theme nights in 
May, June and July, all 8 winners came to 
the Finals night on Thursday 10th August.
Thankfully after two days of rain, occasionally of 

biblical proportions, Thursday turned out lovely with 
some bright sunshine and rising temperature, dry-
ing everything out nicely and with the exceptional 
and expensive drainage on the field at Oakley Club, 
it was fit for purpose and able to take the strain of 
vans, bikes and gazebo’s without as much as a tiny rut. 
In total about 300 motorbikes and several hundred 
people attended

For the night, OMC sponsors, Pure Triumph bought 
along some new bikes as did Grafton Honda. Flitwick 
Yamaha bought along a new R6 together with Steve 
Linsdell’s Loctite Yamaha GTS which was built in the 
90’s and raced the IOM TT. John Hannaford, who also 
had a Yamaha 350 YR5 in the final, also bought along 

his two Yamaha 350 race bikes. BSB racer Jon Railton 
was present with his Ducati Pannigale 959 which he 
races in the BSB Ducati Tri-options Championship. 
Finally BSB HEL Performance Championship Team 
Sym Cirrus riders Sam Llewellyn and Edmund Best 
had their Moto3 race KTM’s whilst the team owners 
bought along a Pablo Neito MotoGP bike. Also pres-
ent was a stall of the East Anglian Air Ambulance, yet 
again the OMC members chosen charity of the year.

The voting for the Bike of the Year Award was 
very close with the 1942 Harley Davidson WLC750 
owned by Jason Price, the 2001 BMW 1200 Indepen-
dent owned by Andy Palmer and the 1995 Kawasaki 
ZZR1100 owned by Terry and Jackie Jones all tying 
for third place. In second was Mark Woods with his 
Seeley 500 Gold Star Mark 2 that races the IOM TT 
Classic and winning by a single vote was the mint 
1975 Suzuki GT750 owned by Julia and Shane Hill.
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Ex 500 World Championship racer, seven times 
British and European Truck racing Champion and TV 
Commentator and Pundit Steve Parrish was present 
to announce the winner and present the shield. Steve 
was kind enough to waive his fee for a charitable do-
nation to one of his favoured charities and as a result 
£300 was donated to the East Anglian Air Ambulance 
by OMC and Oakley Sports & Social Club. Many 
members, sponsors and race bike team members 
had the opportunity to chat with Steve which was 
greatly appreciated by all concerned. A bouquet was 
presented by Vice Chair of OMC, Derek Brown to 
Steve’s PA Michelle Hunter.

For those who missed the visit of Steve Parrish, 
don’t be disappointed as plans are afoot for Steve to 
bring his famous talk show to Oakley for the begin-
ning of 2018

Baysie – OMC Chair
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HONDA THEME NIGHT

Although the weather was rather chilly, the start of 
our Theme Nights went well with a visit from one 
of our Sponsors, Grafton Motorcycles ......  7 bikes 
entered with the winning bike a 1979 Honda Britain 
750SS owned by Russell Gregory:
“Just wanted to say a big thank you to all you guys 

at Oakley MC for hosting us last Thursday night. We 
all thought it was a worthwhile visit and are looking 
forward to joining you on your final night on the 10th 
August - Sue & the Team at Grafton Motorcycles”
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YAMAHA THEME NIGHT

This was a busy night with a new record number of 
292 bikes attending!!!
 Yamaha theme night was a great evening which 

was complimented by Flitwick Motorcycles bring-
ing a couple of new Yamaha models along and a host 
of freebies for OMC members. Also some fantastic 
prizes for our theme night winners including head-
phones, Yamaha Race Team jacket and Yamaha sweat-
shirt which went to our 1st, 2nd and 3rd places.
The winner was John Hannaford (and his lovely 

lady) with his superb 1971 YR5 Yamaha 350, 2nd 
place to Russell Gregory and third place Justin Smith A big thank you to Carol Linsdell of Flitwick Motor-

cycles and her team
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ITALIAN THEME NIGHT

With a glorious summer evening, an incredible two 
wheeled appearance of 321 bikes were counted 
smashing our previous best in May.  

 An amazing assortment of bikes were on show 
with the overall winner Graham Watkinson with his 
1979 Laverda Mountjuic 500.

Thank you to OMC member John Haley and the 
Ducati Cambridge team and MKIAM for joining us
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BRITISH THEME NIGHT

As you would expect this evening displayed some 
quality examples of British bikes.  Mark Woods 
walked away with the winning £50 food and drinks 
voucher with his IOM TT Classic prepared Seeley 
Gold Star 500 Mark 2 which was one vote ahead 
of Phil Hardman and his 1959 Triumph who in turn 
was a single vote ahead of Norman Lorton and his 
1923 Norton.  

A big thanks this time to yet another OMC Sponsor, 
Pure Triumph who attended the evening with some new 
British metal to display with some prizes for the top 
three bike owners, including a winning cup!!
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AMERICAN THEME NIGHT
Traditionally this is our biggest night, incorporat-

ing Dragsters and Custom cars and Hot Rods.  A 
massively busy evening for all concerned as not only 
were there a couple of hundred bikes but we had 10 
or so Dragsters and 53 quality custom cars, hot rods 
or American classics. Included was the 5000BHP 
Santa Pod Top Fueler and some wicked cars owned 
by members of the Street and Strip Club.  Some of 
the vehicles fired up including Nigel Hale with his 
1405 BHP pick-up truck, all of whom attracted a lot 
of attention from the hundreds of people attend-
ing including many locals and their families. A mas-
sive thanks to Dave Brown and family for not only 
bringing their Dragster and Custom car along but 
organising the car side of things. The winner of the 
American bike was Jason Price with his 1942 Harley 
Davidson WLC750.
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BMW THEME NIGHT

Thankfully, on the third attempt we managed to 
hold the BMW evening with our Sponsors BMW 
Wollaston in attendance with 5 brand new bikes, 
all available on the night for test riding which kept 
them busy for most of the evening as this proves 
very popular.

The winner was Andy Palmer with his 2001 BMW 
Independent 1200
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The final two Theme Nights of the year were Su-
zuki and Kawasaki.  Again we were fortunate to have 
Eric and Andy Sawford of sponsors St Neots Motor-
cycles who took time out of their busy schedule to 
join us at the Suzuki Night bringing with them three 
brand new models for us to see.  There was a good 
group of contestants but after a close call, the win-
ners on the evening were Shane and Julia Hill’s mint 
1975 Suzuki GT750.
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What to do with your old crash 
helmet?

Why not turn it into a zany hanging basket – co-
lourful, long lasting and most importantly - free.!! 
Simply open the visor a few inches ( enough to plant 
up ) mastic around the visor and up the side, leave to 

dry.  Then fill with potting compost and plant up.  The 
chin strap acts as the hanging point and the vents in 
the helmet act as drain holes. The first year you don’t 
even have to remove the lining as it acts to keep the 
compost moist.   Water,  stand back and enjoy the 
fruits of your labour ..

Keith Russell

Youngest Members Meet 
Their Hero
OMC youngest members Leo and Joseph ALSTON 
from Bromham share a picture with their racing 
hero Jon Railton in the Boast Plumbing Supplies 
pits at Silverstone in the BSB series.

Their Mother Donna is a Beds Police Officer and 
the youngest lad, Joseph is absolutely fascinated 
with motorbikes, has a mini quad and has been to 
OMC a couple of times this summer meeting Jon 
on the rained off Italian night. 
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6.15am the alarm goes off !!!, well ac-
tually it’s the boss nudging me to say its 
“Palmertime”.  
Today we have an MSVT Bike Trackday and its highly 

likely they will put me on Pit Exit.
So what’s involved ?
Arriving at the track about 7.45 we on the Safety 

team head for the Marshalls office/rest room.
Bikers are already arriving and setting up for the 

day – Signing in, noise testing etc before their briefing 
which is usually at 08.30.
We have our briefing at 08.00 and find out our 

positions for the day and how many riders are ex-
pected, and other safety related points.  A few of the 
team head out to check the circuit, making sure tyre 
walls are moved out of the way, marker cones and 
signage are in the right place. Then, if there’s time we 
grab a coffee before heading out.
My position is usually Pit Exit for bike days and its 

good to get down to the pit area early to set up, say 
hello to some of the riders and catch up with the 
instructors.
Soon it’s time to get things rolling - we have 3 

groups .. Fast, Intermediate & Novice with the first 
20 minute session being sighting laps behind the in-
structors.
Once these are completed we carry on with the 

standard 20 minute sessions.  The Fast group goes 
first and they usually leave things to the last minute 
before coming out, something to do with tyre warm-
ers !!!  Usually about 2-3 minutes before the end of 
the session I call up the next group so they can be 
ready to go out as soon as the circuit is clear.
Sometimes we do have issues that stop proceed-

ings and we call the riders back into the pits. This is 
when the Safety Team kick in and sort out the inci-
dent ASAP.  We have a procedure that we follow with

Thank you to ALEX JAMES PHOTOGRAPHY for the photographs supplied



the most important thing being the health & safety 
of the rider involved before anything else.  Unfor-
tunately this can mess up timings of the following 
sessions, but we make every effort to be fair to all 
3 groups.

Being on Pit Exit gives me a chance to say Hi to 
the riders, some of whom I have met on a regular 
basis.  Also to help with any queries they may have 
about the track.  Sometimes we also have some well 
known riders turn up, usually to act as Instructors 
and give one to ones, recently we had Chris Walker 
and Christian Iddon here.

It’s a long day, but most enjoyable, and hopefully 
most riders go home with a smile on their face. Al-
though our circuit isn’t a Brands or a Cadwell, it is 
liked by many riders who keep coming back, and with 
its wide track, excellent run-off areas and very lim-
ited crash barriers it is a great circuit for first timers.

We finish riding at 17h00 pack up and head off 
home.  

If you have ever thought “I’d like to try that but”!!!!  
why not give it a go in 2018, I’m sure you won’t re-
gret it.  
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Pistons and Props 2017.
Saturday 23rd and Sunday 24th Sep-

tember saw the running of the Foot-
man James Sywell Classic (or Pistons and 
Props as it’s known) at Sywell Airport in 
Northants and as usual OMC was there.
The festival combines historic race cars, hot rods 

and bikes with classic planes and vintage music to 
create an enjoyable two-day event.  
OMC had 28 different bikes on show, 14 on each 

day, representing just about every genre of road bike 
going from sports bikes to cruisers and adventure 
to classic.
OMC Bike of the Day on Sunday had to be Dave 

Garner’s Brough Superior which really captured the 
attention of many passing show goers. 

As usual a goodly number of race bikes were dem-
onstrated on the Sywell runway including Moto2, 
MotoGP and genuine 500 GP bikes. Classics such as 
G50’s and Manx’s were also run up which sounded 
great. 
A special mention must be made for Paul ‘The 

Beast’ East who provided excellent bacon and sau-
sage baps as well as giving up his ride to the show 
to haul the trailer containing all the necessary club 
equipment. Thanks also to Phil Randell for providing 
the trailer. 
Fine weather allowed a really good weekend to be 

had....thanks to all who attended.

Richard Galka
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RIDE OUT SEASON 2017

I would like to say a BIG Thank you on 
behalf of OMC Committee and members 
to all the Lead and Tec’s who have given 
up their time to organise some great ride 
outs throughout 2017. 
 In spite of a pretty poor summer, we achieved :
A Pre-season meet and brief followed by a demo 

ride out
5 Special event ride outs
19 Weekend rides to various destinations
11 Evening ride outs 
Numerous mid week outings provided by Colin 

Measures

The main season of riding was concluded on the 
8th October with the Memorial Ride, where 50 bikes 
and 8 pillions turned out to show past members are 
not forgotten.
Let’s look forward to more great venues and routes 

to enjoy in 2018.  A special thanks from me for the 
support that has been given by you all throughout 
the year.
Steve Eaton
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Chairman, Roger Bays, and the Committee would 
like to thank all it’s members and sponsors for 
their continued support during the year.  

It has been a successful and busy year and we hope 
that you have all enjoyed the ride outs and events 
we have provided for you.

May we take this opportunity of wishing all mem-
bers, sponsors and their families, a festive Christ-
mas and our very best wishes for 2018 …
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